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Resistance Bands - The Key To Fitness, Flexibility & Fantastic HealthResistance Bands Are A

Tried And True Method Of Exercise & Rehabilatation, Highly Regarded By Physiotherapists &

Athletes Alike. The Exercises, Techniques And Fundamentals Explained In This Book Will Help

You Engage, Strengthen & Stretch Every Exercise In Your Body!Regardless of your gender,

age or current fitness level you’re about to learn how to build a fit and healthy body without any

expensive gym memberships or overhyped workout equipment. Here Is A Preview Of What

You'll You're About To Learn...A Comprehensive List & Explanation Of The Benefits You'll Reap

From Resistance Band TrainingExercises With Correct Technique Explained (And Diagrams!)

For Both Your Upper Body, Lower Body & MidsectionEasy To Follow Resistance Band

Workouts To Help You In Your Quest To Get Fighting FitThe Different Types, Colors & Styles Of

Resistance Band ExplainedTips & Tricks From Yours Truly For Effective Use Of Your

Resistance BandsMoving On - Progression For Both Beginners & Advanced UsersMuch, much

more!Order Your Copy Right Now!

From the Inside FlapA rapidly growing senior population needs quality information on how to

stay healthy and fit longer. Caivano provides just the thing, combining her broad knowledge of

dance and movement therapy training in this exceptional strength-training guide for men and

women over 50 ... highly recommended. -- Library JournalA thorough and well-illustrated guide

that makes strength training seem (gasp!) fun. -- Bookpage--This text refers to the paperback

edition.From the Back Cover"A rapidly growing senior population needs quality information on

how to stay healthy and fit longer. Caivano provides just the thing, combining her broad

knowledge of dance and movement therapy training in this exceptional strength-training guide

for men and women over 50 ... highly recommended." — Library Journal"A thorough and well-

illustrated guide that makes strength training seem (gasp!) fun." — Bookpage--This text refers

to the paperback edition.About the AuthorD. Cristine Caivano is an exercise and movement

therapist who founded her Ageless Exercise practice (www.CrisCaivano.com) specifically to

address the needs of people over 50. Her approach draws from a variety of modalities,

including Qigong, yoga, Feldenkrais, Pilates, and meditation techniques as well as classic

strengthening and flexibility practices. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Resistance BandsExercises & Home Workouts to Increase Strength, Endurance, Flexibility and

Rehabilitate Your Entire Body!Table of ContentsCopyrightIntroductionChapter 1: Benefits of

Resistance Band TrainingIncrease your strengthLess StrainMore exercisesImprove your

flexibilityPerform whole body exercisesCost effective and portableChapter 2: Resistance Band

ExercisesFront SquatsLeg ExtensionsLeg CurlsGlute WorkoutStanding

AdductorClamshellPlantar FlexionLateral Band WalkBent-Over RowPull ApartLateral

PulldownLateral RaiseChest PressUpright RowsDelt FlyConcentration CurlsTriceps KickKnee

CrunchesRussian TwistReverse CrunchesChapter 3: Resistance Band WorkoutsUltimate

Upper Body WorkoutCore and Lower Body WorkoutChapter 4: Tips and Tricks for Using
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ContentCopyrightCopyright 2015 by F Hathaway all rights reserved.This document is geared

towards providing exact and reliable information in regards to the topic and issue covered. The

publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is not required to render accounting, officially

permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice is necessary, legal or professional, a

practiced individual in the profession should be ordered.- From a Declaration of Principles

which was accepted and approved equally by a Committee of the American Bar Association

and a Committee of Publishers and Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate,

or transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or in printed format. Recording

of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of this document is not allowed unless

with written permission from the publisher. All rights reserved.The information provided herein

is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise,

by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary

and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal

responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary

loss due to the information herein, either directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all

copyrights not held by the publisher.The information herein is offered for informational

purposes solely, and is universal as so. The presentation of the information is without contract

or any type of guarantee assurance.The trademarks that are used are without any consent,

and the publication of the trademark is without permission or backing by the trademark owner.

All trademarks and brands within this book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned

by the owners themselves, not affiliated with this document.IntroductionDo you wish to have a

stronger and more flexible body while also increasing your endurance? You do not need to go

to the gym to achieve this. Right in the comforts of your home, you can perform exercises to

rehabilitate your body and train your muscles. These simple exercises are performed with

something even simpler and novel – resistance bands.Yes, this portable, lightweight equipment

can give you benefits that you wouldn’t expect from a very simple tool.The history of the

resistance band goes a long way back, and the persistence in terms of its use proves its

effectiveness as a workout apparatus. It is not as classical as traditional weights, but the

novelty and the efficiency of resistance bands make it distinctive. The prototype of the popular

resistance bands was first created in 1895 – we can consider it as a modern invention. It was

designed for gymnastic training since it targets flexibility. As people used it, they discovered

that resistance bands also improve other physical capabilities such as strength and

endurance.As a fitness enthusiast with access to more sophisticated machines, why use a



simple, handy resistance band?In the 1960’s, resistance bands gained popularity. It was used

for physical therapy. Doctors and therapists took advantage of the rehabilitating effect of

resistance band exercises on the muscles in terms of achieving strength and flexibility.After two

more decades, following the fitness revolution, the resistance band finally claimed its status as

an excellent workout equipment. The public started using it and production was on the

high.Nowadays, resistance bands rival traditional weights in terms of improving one’s physique.

In this book, you will learn about the benefits and wonders that resistance bands can give to

your health. This book will also cover important and effective exercises. In a few weeks, you

can rest assured that your investment – time, money, effort – in a resistance band of your

choice will return benefits that are beyond your expectations.Chapter 1: Benefits of Resistance

Band Training Before working out with a resistance band, you should know what’s in it for you.

Training with resistance bands is not just about joining the bandwagon. More importantly, this is

about your physical health, improvement and well-being. In learning about the benefits of

resistance band training, you can increase your interest and motivation to use it. You will also

exert proper effort as you anticipate the effects of resistance band training during your

exercise.Increase your strengthThe use of resistance bands in strength training can boost your

strength significantly. They are essential equipment in strength training, in the same way that

traditional weights are. Some people use resistance bands in addition to other workout

equipment, but note that the resistance band is already effective even when used on its

own.How does this portable, lightweight apparatus compare with traditional weights?

Resistance bands vary in design, thickness, and other specifications. Just like weights, they

possess different intensities in terms of physically challenging the user. Some resistance bands

are difficult to use for beginners since these require more strength from them. Some, however,

are perfect for those who have already improved their strength, but wish to improve it

further.The increase of strength that you will get from training with resistance bands depends

on the frequency of your exercise, intensity and of course, the design of the equipment

itself.Less StrainIn contrast to traditional weights, resistance bands also offer less muscle tear.

We all know the difficulties associated with training using heavy weights. Lifting too much

causes a lot of muscle tear and fatigue on the next day. There is often too much

strain.Resistance bands, on the other hand, can give you the same amount of work for your

muscles but with lessened strain on the body. This is why resistance bands are usually popular

with women. Some resistance band workouts are equivalent to exercises that use traditional

weights.More exercisesResistance bands offer numerous choices in terms of exercises.

Weights only require you to lift dumbbells or to swing kettle bells. The position of your body, the

directions in which your limbs move, and the stretch caused on your muscles are limited,

unless you are using a sophisticated machine. On the other hand, you can use resistance

bands in many ways. The bands also allow you to improve your flexibility at the same

time.Improve your flexibility
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Victoria Miller, “I like the Versatility of this fitness tool.. This is great since I can perform the

exercises right in the comfort of my home. Going to the gym is really time-consuming. I’ve tried

using the resistance band already and it is true that you will experience less strain. Fatigue on

the next day is just light and bearable. Compared to heavy lifting, you will achieve the same

amount of work for your muscles but with lessened strain on the body. I like this; the exercises

are also fun and really improve strength, endurance and flexibility.”

M. Hazlewood, “Good exercise reference. Very helpful for recovery from shoulder surgery.”

Ginny-Ginger, “Four Stars. Good e-book”

D. Jones, “Great for the price. Great for the price. I would have liked more instructions, along

with what muscles the exercises effect. There are some they send you on the internet, but you

can't blow them up and print them up without them becoming very blurry.”

Mark, “Good book!. I have no upper body strength and it's something I struggle with, My cousin

does the Resistance band training and she loves it. I always thought it wasn't for me but after

reading this book, I wouldn't mind giving it a go to see how I get on with it. This book explains

all the benefits of Resistance Band training, exercises with correct techniques to make sure

you don't hurt yourself and some tips and tricks to help you get started. Good book!”

Steven, “I quite like this book. I quite like this book. It shows a bunch of exercises you normally

do in the gym with a bench or cable machine. Its not fantastically illustrated but if you are

already using a gym, you'll recognise the positions and likely the names and be able to put 2

and 2 together.I think its more aimed at women, but its still useful.”



The book by Cris Caivano has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 27 people have provided feedback.
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